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down that, to obtain formal leave of absence, a member must show
some sufficient cause, such as ... but this rule is more honoured in the
breach than in the observance.—Times.
Every one knows that the Governor-General in Council is invested
by statute with the supreme command of the Army and that it would
be disastrous to subvert that power. But'why drag in Velasquez* ? If
any one wishes us to infer that Lord Kitchener has, directly or in-
directly, proposed to subvert this unquestioned and unquestionable
authority, they are very much mistaken.—Times. (Why indeed? no
worse literary treason than to spoil other people's wit by dragging it in
where it is entirely pointless. Velasquez here outrages those who know
the story, and perplexes those who do not)
The Nationalist, M. Archdeacon, and M. Meslier put to the Prime
Minister several leading questions, such as, 'Why were you so willing
promptly to part with M. Delcasse, and why, by going to the con-
ference, did you agree to revive the debate as to the unmistakable
rights . . . ?' To these pertinent inquiries M. Rouvier did not reply.—
Times. (Leading questions are necessarily not hostile, as these clearly
were)
The happy phrase that an Ambassador is an honest man sent abroad
to lie for his country.—Westmitister Gazette. (Happier when correctly
quoted: sent to lie abroad for the good of)1
14 a.   PARVUM IN MULTO
The mere substitution, without blundering, of some famous
but longish phrase for the single word that would do the work
required should not go unnoticed; the obvious is at all costs
to be shunned. We have quoted elsewhere 'Dr. Ingram's
successor may have "arrows in the hand of a giant" ', inexcus-
able for 'children' or 'a family'; and here is the way to show
1 A correspondent has pointed out to me that the play on 'lie* (lodge, tell
lies) does not appear in Wotton's original epigram, which was in Latin; and,
as this may be known to and confuse the reader, here is Walton's account of
the matter:—and Sir Henry Wotton . . . took an occasion ... to write a
pleasant definition of an ambassador in these very words: 'Legatus est vir
bonus peregre missus ad mentiendum reipublicae causa.' Which Sir Henry
Wotton could have been content should have been thus Englished: 'An
ambassador is an honest man, sent to lie abroad for the good of his country.'
But the word for lie (being the hinge upon which the conceit was to turn)
was not so expressed in Latin, as would admit ... so fair a construction as
Sir Henry thought in English.—The Life of Sir Henry Wotton. Since it is the
order of the words in the English version that has kept the definition alive
for 300 years, that order should be adhered to.

